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What is Qualitative Research?

• Qualitative researchers are interested in understanding the meaning 
people have constructed, that is, how people make sense of their 
world and the experiences they have in the world (Merriam, 2009) 

• Qualitative research is a scientific method to analyse the meanings, 
concepts, understandings, perspectives, definitions, etc… as 
presented by particular groups of people at particular times of 
interest. Qualitative research approaches are particularly focused on 
the human elements of the social and natural sciences



Qualitative Research Activities

1. Setting up a project that is well managed
2. Conceptualising the project: Reviewing the literature, defining 

research questions
3. Developing a methodology: Identifying data collection and analysis 

techniques 
4. Presenting data meaningfully and answering RQs 
5. Ensuring and documenting trustworthiness and rigour



Setting up a project that is well managed

What does it mean?
• Chronologically track the development of the research project
• Smartly store and classify research elements 
• Selectively access, browse and retrieve research elements
• Create and develop new research components 
• Restructure and/or reorganise your research project without jeopardizing the 

integrity of its research elements



Setting up a project that is well managed (cont’d)

Chronologically track the development of the research project

¾Create Log with event description
¾Organisation through labelling (use format TITLEyyyyMMDD)
¾Create backups

¾Create Index



Setting up a project that is well managed (cont’d)

Smartly store and classify research elements

¾Importing a variety of files
¾Using source and case classifications





Is this organization 
sufficient?



Understanding source classification

Possible Values for 
each attribute

Attributes of each 
source

Classification of any Source of 
data

Content

Interview Focus 
group

Informant

Teacher Student 



Understanding source classification

Possible Values for 
each attribute

Attributes of each 
source

Classification of any Journal 
article

Time of 
publication

2000-2005 2006-2010

Journal 
name

Evaluation Program 
evaluation 



Understanding case classification

Possible Values for 
each attribute

Attributes of each 
case

Classification of any Informant

Gender

Female Male

Role

Teacher Student 







Setting up a project that is well managed (cont’d)

Create and develop new research components:

¾Memos
¾Records of your queries
¾Analysis records
¾Data Displays



Research journal memo 

• What exactly are you trying to find out and how this understanding has evolved
• Your research questions and how they are evolving 
• Your variables (key organising concepts) and how they evolved as concepts
• What are your data sources? Which ones could you not access? (keep everything, 

even the ones you didn’t use)
• Who are your participants? Why and why not did they not participate? Who 

discontinued? When and why? (fear of exposure for instance can become part of 
your data and analysis)

• How do you intend to answer your research questions? And how is this “design” 
evolving?

• What are some challenges you faced and how did you account for them (Lack of data 
for example; possible biases are noted as well; fear of disclosure; challenges faced 
due to logistical considerations: lack of access, budget considerations)











Setting up a project that is well managed (cont’d)

Restructure and/or reorganise a research project without jeopardizing 
the integrity of its research elements

¾Change of focus?
¾Change of design?
¾Change of supervisor?
¾Change of Budget?



Conceptualising the project: Reviewing the 
literature, defining research question

A literature review is a written document that presents a logically argued 
case founded on a comprehensive understanding of the current state of 
knowledge about a topic of study. This case establishes a convincing thesis to 
answer the study’s question. 

Machi, L. A., & McEvoy, B. T. (2009)

To [analyse] means to break down a whole into its components or constituent 
parts. Through assembly of the parts, one comes to understand the integrity 
of the whole

Schwandt (2007)



Conceptualising the project: Reviewing the 
literature, defining research question (Cont’d)

1. Distinguish what has been undertaken and what needs to be undertaken 
so as to avoid unintentional and unnecessary replication

2. Identify variables that are relevant to the topic
3. Identify relationships between theory/concepts and practice
4. Distinguish exemplary research
5. Identify the main research methodologies and designs that have been 

utilized 
6. Identify contradictions and inconsistencies in the literature, and 
7. Identify strengths and weaknesses of the various research approaches 

that have been utilized



Conceptualising the project: Reviewing the 
literature, defining research question (Cont’d)

1. Methodical and systematic approach to smartly store literature 
2. Create a codebook that is dynamic and flexible enough to allow 

your understanding to evolve
3. Selectively browse literature using classified material
4. Integrate data analysis with literature and ability to use the same 

codes to code and query both sources of information
5. Identify important relationships and ability to code data at these 

relationships
6. Create visual maps and models





Create visual maps and models

• Models can be created:
• Using your background ideas/knowledge (Mind maps for brainstorming and 

conceptualising your project; you can use these ideas to create codes)
• Using existing elements in the project such as nodes and cases (Project maps)
• Using a combination of existing project elements and personal ideas (Concept maps)

• Models can be saved and stored in your NVivo project so you can track the 
development of your understanding (They also can be exported as JPEG)

• Models are great tools to communicate your understanding to 
collaborators and/or supervisors





Access to relevant PD

Principal Support



MOOCs as PD 
opportunities

In Favour Against
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